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The goal of this study was to examine the clinical and economic
outcomes of alternative diagnostic strategies for differentiating be
nign from malignant adrenal masses. Methods: We used costeffectiveness assessment derived from decision analysis and the
economic perspective of the payer of health care services. One-time
evaluation with fine-needle aspiration (FNA) and combinations of
chemical-shift MRI, noncontrast CT, 131l-6ÃŸ-iodomethylnorcholesterol (NP-59) scintigraphy, with or without FNA, in a hypothetical
cohort of 1000 patients with incidentally discovered unilateral,
nonhypersecretory adrenal masses. We calculated and compared
the diagnostic effectiveness, costs and cost-effectiveness of the
alternative strategies based on estimates from published literature
and institutional charge data. Results: At an assumed baseline
malignancy rate of 0.25, diagnostic utility varied from 0.31 (CT0) to
0.965 (NP-59) and diagnostic accuracy from 0.655 [noncontrast CT
using a cut-off attenuation value of >0 (CT0)]to 0.983 (NP-59). The
average cost per patient per strategy ranged from $746 (NP-59) to
$1745 (MRI Â±FNA). The best and worst potential cost-to-diagnostic
utility ratios were 773 (NP-59) and 2839 (CT0) and 759 (NP-59) and
1982 (MRI Â±FNA) for cost and diagnostic accuracy, respectively.
The NP-59 strategy was the optimal choice regardless of the
expected outcome examined: cost, diagnostic utility, diagnostic
accuracy or cost-effectiveness. Varying the prevalence of malig
nancy did not alter the cost-effectiveness advantage of NP-59 over
the other diagnostic modalities. Conclusion: Based on available
estimates of reimbursement costs and diagnostic test performance
and using reasonable clinical assumptions, our results indicate that
the NP-59 strategy is the most cost-effective diagnostic tool for
evaluating adrenal incidentalomas over a wide range of malignancy
rates and that additional clinical studies are warranted to confirm
this cost-effectiveness advantage.
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Adr ircnal masses that are incidentally discovered when a CT
scan is performed for reasons other than known or suspected
adrenal disease have been termed incidentalomas (1,2). These
lesions have become a common clinical problem with the more
frequent and widespread use of high-resolution imaging proce
dures. In the vast majority of patients, adrenal incidentalomas
are benign, nonhypersecretory adenomas (1.2). Nevertheless, it
is important to distinguish benign lesions from others, such as
primary adrenal cancer or mÃ©tastasesto the the adrenals, in
which intervention, or the lack thereof, may alter morbidity and
mortality. Presently, there is little or no consensus regarding the
diagnostic approach to biochemically nonhypersecretory inci
dentalomas. Management strategies based on adrenal mass size
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are neither sensitive nor specific (2). Although 76%-100% of
adrenal masses greater than 5 cm in diameter are benign, as
many as 50% of those smaller than 2.5 cm are malignant (3-8).
Other diagnostic strategies, used alone or in combination,
have included serial, conventional CT with size determinations
to assess stability (adenomas) or growth (tumor), morphologic
characterization with MRI or CT, with measurements of x-ray
attenuation or functional adrenal imaging with mI-6/3-iodomethyl-norcholesterol
(NP-59) and biopsy using percutaneous
fine-needle aspiration (FNA). Biopsy is an invasive procedure
with a small, but significant, morbidity of 3%-12% (9-17).
Thus, some researchers have suggested using noninvasive
imaging to optimize the selection of patients for adrenal biopsy
and/or choice of definitive therapy.
The reality of increasingly limited resources for health care
creates new pressures for providers to achieve the best possible
outcomes for patients at the lowest cost. To accomplish this,
increased attention is being directed to the determinants of
cost-effectiveness of the spectrum of diagnostic options avail
able in the work-up of a patient with a particular disease state.
To date, however, available biopsy or imaging techniques for
the work-up of adrenal incidentalomas have not been formally
subjected to a rigorous comparative investigation. The clinical
and economic consequences of various management ap
proaches incorporating one or more of these procedures is
unknown.
Using decision analysis (18-20), published literature and
institutional charge data, we examined the costs, diagnostic
utility, diagnostic accuracy and the cost-effectiveness (21.22) of
several diagnostic strategies for differentiating between benign
and malignant adrenal incidentalomas incorporating one or
more combinations of chemical-shift MRI, CT using nonenhanced attenuation values, NP-59 and/or FNA. Sensitivity
analysis was used to evaluate the impact of changes in clinical
input and resource use parameters on the results.

MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Decision Analytic Model

Using the software program Decision Analysis by TreeAge
(DATA 3.0, Williamstown, MA), we constructed a computer
simulation of the diagnostic evaluation of incidentally discovered
unilateral nonhypersecretory adrenal masses. The analysis involved
a hypothetical cohort of patients without known malignancy in
whom adrenal incidentalomas were identified during thoracoabdominal imaging for unrelated medical problems. The patients had
undergone clinical and biochemical evaluation to exclude adrenal
hyperfunction before entering the model. The decision analytic
model begins with a decision node representing an active choice of
one of nine strategies incorporating chemical-shift MRI, noncon
trast CT with measurement of x-ray attenuation in Houndsfield
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units (HU), NP-59 scintigraphy and/or FNA categorized as fol
lows.
Imaging
1. CT0(>0 HU cutoff);
2. CT10(> 10 HU cutoff);
3. MR!;

4. NP-59;
Biopsy
5. FNA;
Â¡making-Biopsy
6.
7.
8.
9.

CT0 and, if positive FNA, CT0 Â±FNA;
CTâ€ž,and, if positive FNA, CTIO Â±FNA;
MRI and, if positive FNA, MRI Â±FNA;
NP-59 and, if positive FNA, NP-59 Â±FNA.

The points of uncertainty (malignancy or nonadenoma rates,
complication rates and diagnostic test performance characteristics)
are represented by a chance node and each is associated with a
probability. Each branch of the tree ends with a terminal node or
final outcome incorporating the four test outcomes [true-positive
(TP), true-negative (TN), false-positive (FP) and false-negative
(FN)] and representing the average costs and diagnostic effective
ness of each respective decision path. The estimated value of a
strategy was determined by weighting the value of the outcome by
the path probability. Each test or test sequence result is interpreted
as positive or negative for a nonadenoma. For evaluating two-test
strategies, we assumed conditional independence and calculated
performance characteristics according to established methodology
using a conjunctive positivity criterion, i.e., result of testing is
considered positive only if both tests are positive (23,24) (Appen
dix 1). Thus, the next test in sequence is performed only if these
preceding test result was positive suggesting malignancy. Any
negative test excludes patients from additional testing and pre
sumes that the lesion is benign. (Decision tree is available upon
request from BAD.)
Assumptions
We developed the following assumptions:
1. FNA is used alone (strategy 5) or only as the final modality
in a test sequence (strategies 6-9) in clinical practice.
2. There are no tangible complications associated with noncontrast CT, chemical-shift MRI or NP-59 scintigraphy.
3. There are no indeterminate test results.
4. The costs of initial clinical and laboratory evaluation before
entering the model are the same regardless of strategy.
5. Patients arc indifferent to the choice of strategy.
Data Sources
Input variables used in the model were obtained from published
literature (MEDLINE database for English-language articles and
review of bibliographies of selected articles, current issues of
peer-reviewed general medicine, diagnostic imaging, surgical and
endocrinology journals) on the prevalence of nonhypersecretory
adenomas, adrenocortical carcinoma, adrenal mÃ©tastasesin adrenal
incidentalomas, diagnostic performance of biopsy and imaging
procedures and morbidity of invasive modalities and from costs of
diagnostic procedures (from hospital charges and professional fee
data).
Summary of Available Data for Baseline Estimates and
Range of Values
Prevalence of Adrenal Incidenialomci. In nononcologic and
general patient populations, 70%-94% of adrenal incidentalomas
are nonhypersecretory adenomas (2) (Table 1). In the setting of a
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TABLE 1
Baseline Probabilities, Estimates and Range of Values

case
of
values0.05-0.500.50-1.000.5
values0.250.830.991.000.960.540.730.931.000

VariableProbability
(2)Sensitivityof nonadenoma
(13,14,16,17)Specificity
of FNA
(13,14,16,17)Sensitivity
of FNA
(25-28,44)Sensitivity
of CT0
(25-28)Specificity
of CT10
(25-28)Specificity
of CT0
CT10(25-28)Sensitivity
of
(8,36-40)*Specificity
of NP-59
(8,36-40)Sensitivity
of NP-59
(29-32)Specificity
of MRI
(29-32)Morbidity
of MRI
FNACost of
($)Cost
of FNA-morbidity
($)Cost
of FNA
($)Cost
of CT
($)Cost
of NP-59
of MRI ($)Base

"For adrenal masses of >2 cm in diameter.

known or suspected extra-adrenal primary malignancy, the inci
dence of mÃ©tastasesincreases, ranging from 32% to 73% (2).
Diagnostic Tests
Table 2 is a summary of diagnostic test characteristics from the
published literature, and Appendix 2 summarizes diagnostic test
criteria used in the evaluation of hormonally inactive adrenal
incidentalomas. Overall test characteristics for each modality were
obtained by pooling available data for which there was sufficient
information to permit construction of contingency tables and
calculation of weighted averages. Definition of test outcomes are
shown in Appendix 3.
Noncontrast CT. Several recent publications have suggested that
nonenhanced CT attenuation values may be used to distinguish
benign from metastatic lesions better than size (25-27). A nonen
hanced CT attenuation coefficient of O HU or less has been
reported as 100% specific for a benign adenoma versus a metastatic
lesion (25-27). However, given the high percentage of benign
adrenal adenomas with attenuation values greater than O HU, low
sensitivities of only 33% to 58% (25-27) have been reported.
Similarly, thresholds of 10-18 HU have yielded variable results
(25-27). Korobkin et al. (28) have summarized the results of four
large published series totalling 195 patients. The sensitivity-tospecificity ratios for adenomas were 54:100% and 73:96% for
thresholds of sO HU and <10 HU, respectively.
MRI. Several MRI techniques may provide tissue characteriza
tion of adrenal masses. Chemical-shift imaging, first reported by
Mitchell et al. (29) has the greatest promise of MRI accuracy. This
technique relies on differences in resonance frequencies between
the protons in water and lipid molecules to distinguish lesions with
relatively high lipid content (e.g., adenomas) from those with low
TABLE 2
Diagnostic Test Performance Characteristics

ofmasses391252229195195Sensitivity0.830.990.931.000.96Sp

TestFNA
7)MRI(73, 74,76, 7
(29-^2)NP-59
(8,40)CT0
(25-28)CT10
(25-28)No.
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lipid content (e.g., mÃ©tastases).Signal intensity changes may be
analyzed visually in reference to another tissue (e.g., liver or
spleen) or quantitatively (30-32).
FNA Biopsy of the Adrenal Gland. Histologie distinction be
tween adenomas and well-differentiated primary malignancy of the
adrenal gland is often difficult. Percutaneous aspiration biopsy is
best able to distinguish adrenal from nonadrenal tissues and thus
may be most useful in patients with known extra-adrenal malig
nancies who are at risk for adrenal mÃ©tastases.This raises the
question of whether a person without a known cancer should
undergo FNA of an adrenal mass given the risk of needle tract
seeding of malignant cells and that diagnosis may be uncertain.
Multiple biopsies of a single mass may be necessary for adequate
sampling (9-17).
NP-59 Scintigraphy. Adrenocortical scintigraphy provides both
anatomic localization and in vivo functional characterization of the
adrenal glands due to the uptake and accumulation of the radiotracer [e.g., [13lI]-6/3-iodomethyl-norcholesterol
(NP-59)] by
functioning adrenal cortical tissues (normal hyperplastic glands
and adenomas) (8,33-40). Nonfunctioning primary and secondary
malignancies of the adrenal gland demonstrate an imaging pattern
of decreased, distorted or absent radiocholesterol uptake by the
affected adrenal gland which is described as "discordant" (8,3340). Nonhypersecretory adrenal adenomas demonstrate NP-59
accumulation and thus scintigraphic visualization on the side of the
known adrenal mass (concordant pattern) (8,33-35,40). The effi
cacy of NP-59 for adrenal masses that are a 2 cm is 0.93 and 1.0
sensitivity and specificity, respectively (40).
Procedure-Related Complications. Strategies that use FNA bi
opsy of adrenal masses may subject patients with nonhypersecretory adrenal cortical adenomas to an invasive procedure that carries
a low incidence of well-documented serious risks (9-17). The most
common complication is pneumothorax. Silverman et al. (17)
reported a 3% pleural complication rate with two-thirds of these
patients requiring chest tube placement. Complication rates range
from 0% to 12% with reported overall rates of 5.3% (9).

TABLE 3
Average Costs, Number of Correct Diagnoses, Diagnostic Utility
and Diagnostic Accuracy by Strategy Under Baseline Conditions

StrategyCT0CT10MRINP-59FNACTO-FNACT10-FNAMRI-FNANP-59-FNAAvera
cost880880136974611381557138417451011Correctdiagnoses6557889
utility0.3100.5750.8300.9650.9000.9080.
accuracy0.6550.7880.915

RESULTS
Baseline Analyses

The results of the primary analysis of the different testing
strategies are presented in Table 3. Diagnostic utility varied
from 0.310 (CT0) to 0.965 (NP-59), whereas diagnostic accu
racy varied from 0.655 (CT0) to 0.985 (NP-59 only). The
average cost per patient strategy ranged from $746 (NP-59) to
$1745 (MRI Â±FNA). The optimal cost/diagnostic utility and
the cost/diagnostic accuracy are $773 and $759 (NP-59). NP-59
is the optimal choice regardless of whether the expected payoff
is cost, diagnostic utility, diagnostic accuracy or cost-effective
ness (Fig. 1). The CT0 only strategy was less cost-effective than
CT10. Accounting for the complications of FNA did not alter
the dominance of the NP-59 strategy but resulted in an increase
in the total costs of each of the FNA-based strategies.
Incremental Cost-Effectiveness

Incremental cost-effectiveness
tions are shown in Table 4.

ratios under baseline condi

3000

Outcome Measures

Clinical Outcomes. We determined, for each strategy, diagnostic
utility and diagnostic accuracy. The diagnostic utility is the
probability-weighted sum of the utilities of the four test outcomes:
TP, TN, FP and FN. The details of this concept have been well
described elsewhere (41) (Appendix 4). The diagnostic accuracy is
the fraction of correctly identified masses.
Economic Outcomes. The average cost per per patient by
strategy was computed using charges for diagnostic procedures,
which consisted of hospital and professional (physician, pathology
and/or technical) fees.
Cost-Effectiveness. Strategies were compared by determining
cost per diagnostic utility and cost per diagnostic accuracy from the
perspective of the third-party payer.
We also determined the incremental cost-effectiveness of a
confirmatory FNA after a positive imaging test. In estimating the
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, the numerator and denomina
tor both represent differences between the alternative strategies
(22,42): Incremental cost-effectiveness = difference in cost/differ
ence in effectiveness, where difference in cost = cost of strategy â€”
cost of alternative, and difference in effectiveness = effectiveness
of strategy â€”effectiveness of alternative.
Sensitivity Analyses

To evaluate the impact of changes in clinical input and resource
use parameters on the results of the baseline analysis, the proba
bility of nonadenomatous adrenal masses and the other variables
were subjected to sensitivity analysis over the range of values
shown in Table 1.

2500.

â€¢
AverageCost
â€¢
Cost/DiagnosticU flity
D Cosi/Diagnostie Accuracy

200010
t.
co
O 1500
Q

1000

500-

456
Strategies
FIGURE I. Costs and cost-effectiveness ratios of the different strategies
under baseline conditions (1 = CT0; 2 = CT10;3 = MRI; 4 = NP-59; 5 = FNA;
6 = CTO Â±FNA; 7 = CT10 Â±FNA; 8 = MRI Â±FNA and 9 = NP-59 Â±FNA).
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TABLE 4
Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Ratios*

comparedCT0
Strategies

utility1132

accuracy2264

t FNA vs. CT0
CT,0Â±FNAvs.CT10
1580
3170MRI
MRI dominates
dominates
MRI Â±FNA vs. MRI
NP-59 dominates*
NP-59 Â±FNA vs. NP-59Cost/Diagnostic
NP-59 dominatesCost/Diagnostic
'Incremental cost-effectiveness

indicates the additional cost per addi

tional unit of diagnostic effectiveness.
fNP-59 (or MRI) dominates: more expensive strategy (i.e., NP-59 Â±FNA
or MRI Â±FNA) not more effective (than NP-59 or MRI).

These ratios indicate the additional cost incurred for each
additional unit of effectiveness obtained using a more costly
strategy (in this case by performing FNA after a positive
imaging test).
Sensitivity Analyses

The cost-effectiveness advantage of the NP-59 only strategy
was not altered by clinically plausible changes in the malig
nancy rate and sensitivity of any of the diagnostic tests when
either of the measures of cost-effectiveness were used but was
sensitive to variations in the cost of the diagnostic tests. The
advantage of NP-59 was impacted by changes in the specificity
of NP-59, CT() and CT,0 when cost/diagnostic utility was the
C/E measure of interest. Using cost/diagnostic accuracy as the
outcome measure, the results of the analysis were insensitive to
variations in diagnostic test characteristics except the specificity
of NP-59. The thresholds of cost and specificity required for
NP-59 to remain cost-effective were <$1180 and >0.68 for
cost/diagnostic utility and <$1155 and >0.63 for the cost/
diagnostic accuracy measure. Varying the rate and cost of
complications from FNA affected only the biopsy (strategy 5)
and the imaging-biopsy (strategies 6-9) options.

DISCUSSION

Most adrenal incidentalomas are nonhypersecretory adeno
mas (2). It is important, however, to distinguish these benign
lesions from primary adrenal cancer or mÃ©tastasesto the adrenal
glands to provide timely and appropriate treatment. Despite the
multiplicity of testing modalities, there is no consensus regard
ing the most appropriate diagnostic strategy. With the current
health care climate, there is a need for more and better
awareness of the costs and benefits of diagnostic tests. As a
result, physicians are requested to behave in a more costeffective manner when choosing among numerous alternatives.
We have used decision analytic modeling to estimate the
cost-effectiveness of several available diagnostic strategies for
differentiating between benign and malignant adrenal inciden
talomas.
Our results showed that an NP-59 strategy was associated
with the lowest total costs, highest diagnostic utility, highest
diagnostic accuracy and was the most cost-effective. Although
the efficacy of NP-59 is derived from our experience, recent
results from other smaller series independently confirm the
clinical utility of scintigraphy in the evaluation of the inciden
tally discovered adrenal mass (36-40). This cost-effective
advantage was maintained when the malignancy (nonadenoma)
rate was subjected to sensitivity analyses. Accounting for the
710

complications of FNA did not alter the dominance of the NP-59
strategy but resulted in an increase in the total costs of each of
the FNA-based strategies. The thresholds of cost and specificity
required for NP-59 to remain cost-effective were ^ $1180 and
(3) 0.68 for cost/diagnostic utility and < $1155 and (3) 0.63 for
the cost/diagnostic accuracy measure. The cost thresholds are
higher and the specificity thresholds are lower than are cur
rently available in clinical practice, suggesting that NP-59 is
currently the most preferred test in evaluating adrenal inciden
talomas.
Because the endpoints of interest were diagnostic effective
ness and the costs associated with a one time evaluation of
adrenal incidentalomas, quality-adjusted life years (QALYS)
were not used. It is conceivable that the long-term clinical and
economic outcomes of using the alternative strategies, incorpo
rating therapeutic choices and survival outcomes may be
different from that obtained by this model.
Our model reveals that confirmatory testing with FNA is
seldom, if ever, preferred to a single test for all disease
probabilities, given that the single-test strategies were generally
more cost-effective than the two-test diagnostic approaches.
Although imaging appears cost-effective and would spare
patients the risk and discomfort of FNA and other invasive
testing, it is not clear whether physicians or patients are willing
to base management decisions regarding adrenal incidentalo
mas on the results of a noninvasive test alone.
There was no advantage in evaluating patients with FNA
instead of NP-59 or MRI or subjecting patients with positive
imaging tests to confirmatory FNA. Additionally, strategies that
use FNA may subject patients with benign adrenal incidenta
lomas to invasive procedures, which carry a low incidence of
well-documented serious risks (9-17). The awareness that
cytologie distinction between adenomas and well-differentiated
primary malignancy of the adrenal gland is often difficult raises
the question of whether a person without a known cancer should
undergo FNA of an adrenal mass given the risk of needle tract
seeding of malignant cells and an often inconclusive result.
MRI Â±FNA and CT0 strategies appeared to be the least
cost-effective. For the former, this may be a reflection of the
fact that chemical-shift MRI is not only the newest imaging
technique for characterization of adrenal masses but is currently
the most expensive, with diagnostic accuracy and utility no
better than NP-59 or FNA. For the latter, this is because, despite
excellent sensitivity, it has the lowest specificity. This study
indicates that in situations where CT may be the only modality
available for noninvasive evaluation of adrenal incidentalomas,
a threshold of > 10 HU may be more useful: it was associated
with higher diagnostic utility and diagnostic accuracy and more
cost-effective than the > 0 HU criterion. Although, CT0 Â±
FNA was associated with slightly higher diagnostic utility and
diagnostic accuracy than CT1() Â±FNA, the latter was more
cost-effective using either cost/diagnostic utility or cost/diag
nostic accuracy.
Although we assumed that patients are indifferent to the type
of strategy chosen, it is well known that some patients may be
risk-averse and prefer noninvasive imaging to FNA or other
invasive procedures. Although, there may be no tangible com
plications from the imaging procedures, it is possible that
patients' attitudes toward the claustrophobia associated with
MRI suites, potential radiation risks from CT or NP-59 and the
relative costs of the different tests, among other factors, may be
relevant to choice of strategy.
Many physicians, especially in the community hospital set
ting, may be using serial, conventional CT with size determi
nations to assess stability (adenomas) or growth (tumor) of
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adrenal incidentalomas. However, the optimal number of sub
sequent studies and intervals between them are not well
established (2). There is no documented growth rate predictive
of malignancy and operating characteristics for these ap
proaches have not been defined. Typically, additional (two to
five) CT scans may be performed over 18-24 mo before
malignancy is excluded.
We did not assess this strategy as part of the baseline analysis
because of insufficient data from the published literature. How
ever, assuming perfect diagnostic performance and an average of
three CT scans per patient, the average cost per patient (as well as
cost per diagnostic accuracy and cost per diagnostic utility) will be
$2640, making serial CT testing the least cost-effective approach.
Additionally, patients may be subjected to significant cumulative
radiation, may be lost to follow-up and/or those with malignancies
diagnosed by demonstrable tumor growth may suffer a delay in
potentially curative therapy.
Within the limitations of our assumptions and based on
available estimates of reimbursement costs and diagnostic test
performance, we conclude that:
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OF TEST RESULTS

Characteristic

TP
FP
TN
FN
Sensitivity [TP/(TP + FN)]
Specificity n~N/(TN + FP)]

Diagnostic accuracy [(TP + TNy
(TP + TN + FP + FN)]

APPENDIX

1. The NP-59 strategy is the most cost-effective diagnostic
tool for evaluating adrenal incidentalomas over a wide
range of malignancy rates; and
2. Comparative clinical studies to confirm this cost-effec
tiveness advantage are warranted.

3: DEFINITION

4: DIAGNOSTIC

Definition
Patients with nonadenomas
who test positive
Patients with adenoma whose
test results are positive
Patients with adenoma who
test negative
Patients with nonadenomas
who test negative
The ability of a test to
correctly identify
nonadenomas
The ability of a test to
correctly classify masses as
adenomas
The ability to correctly
determine the true nature of
an incidental adrenal mass.

UTILITY

The concept of diagnostic utility (DU) (41) helps to select the
most appropriate diagnostic test for a clinical problem from several
tests with different sensitivity and specificity. The DU is the sum
of the probability-weighted utilities of the four outcomes: TP, TN,
FP and FN. The assigned utility values (U) range between â€”1
(worst possible outcome) to +1 (best possible outcome) with
intermediate values as appropriate.
Using the simplest case where U(TP) = U(TN) = +1 and U(FP)
= U(FN) = -1,DU = P(TP) +P(TN)- P(FP) - P(FN). IfPdis
the probability of disease, Se is the sensitivity of test and Sp is
specificity of test, then P(TP)=Pd Se; P(TN) = (1 - Pd)Sp; P(FP)
= (1 - Pd)(l - Sp); P(FN) = Pd(l - Se) and DU = 2Pd(Se Sp) + 2Sp - 1.

APPENDIX 5:GLOSSARY OF TERMS*
APPENDIX 1: DIAGNOSTIC PERFORMANCE
OF TWO-TEST STRATEGIES

AND COST

Using conditional independence and a conjunctive positivity
criterion, the sensitivity (Se) of a testing strategy involving two
tests A and B is SeA X SeB, whereas the specificity (Sp) is SpA +
SpB â€”SpA X SpB. This means a high specificity (and a low
sensitivity), which, according to Bayesian statistics, is appro
priate and important when probability of disease is low as is the
case for nonadenomas. The cost of a two-test strategy is equal
to the cost of the first test and the fraction P(T+) of the cost of
the second test where P(T+) is the probability of a positive test
result.

APPENDIX
CRITERIA
Modality

2: DIAGNOSTIC

TESTS: INTERPRETATION

Abnormal or positive test
result (nonadenoma)

HUAttenuation
value >0
CT0CT10MPINP-59Attenuation
HUNo
value >10
quantitativechanges
visible or
signalintensity
in
opposed-phase
on

Normal or negative test result
(adenoma)
HUAttenuation
value sO
HUVisible value slO
signalintensity
or quantitative
opposed-phase
loss on
fat-suppressionimages
or

liver/spleenConcordant
(compared to
suppressionimages
or fat
toliver/spleen)DiscordantAttenuation
(compared

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA). An analytic tool in which
the costs and effects of a program and at least one alternative
are calculated and presented in a ratio of incremental effect.
Effects are health outcomes such as cases of a disease diagnosed,
years of life gained, etc., rather than monetary measures.
Decision Analysis. An explicit quantitative, systematic ap
proach to decision making under conditions of uncertainty in
which probabilities of each possible event, along with the
consequences of those events, are stated explicitly.
Effectiveness. The extent to which medical interventions
achieve the desired health outcomes in the real world.
Incremental Cost. The cost of one alternative less the cost of
another.
Perspective. The viewpoint from which a cost-effectiveness
analysis is performed such as that of a patient, the third-party
payer, hospital or society.
Sensitivity. The probability of a positive test result in patients
who have the disease of interest.
Sensitivity Analysis. Mathematical calculations that isolate
factors involved in a decision analysis or economic analysis to
indicate the degree of influence each factor has on the outcome
of the entire analysis. These analyses measure the uncertainty of
the probability estimates.
Threshold Analysis. A type of analysis in which the analyst
varies the parameter over a range to determine the values of the
parameter that would lead to major changes in conclusions.
â€¢Source:
Gold MR. Siegel JE, Russell LB. Weinstein MC, eds. Cost-effectiveness in
health and medicine. New York: Oxford University Press: 1996.
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Utility. A concept in decision analysis referring to the
preference for or desirability of a particular outcome. For
example, in our analysis, TP and TN test results are assigned a
utility of +1 and FP and FN a utility of -1.
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Radioiodine Treatment Outcomes in Thyroid Glands
Previously Irradiated for Graves' Hyperthyroidism
William D. Leslie, Anne E. Peterdy and Jacqueline O. Dupont
Department of Nuclear Medicine. University of Manitoba, St. Boniface General Hospital, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Persistent or recurrent Graves' hyperthyroidism after an initial treat
ment dose of radioactive iodine (RAI) is not uncommon and usually
necessitates additional administrations. The radiation sensitivity of
the previously irradiated thyroid gland is unknown but is of impor
tance in selecting the retreatment dose. Methods: A retrospective
analysis of patients receiving RAI for Graves' hyperthyroidism was
undertaken. A first treatment dose was given to 1076 patients, and
168 of these patients subsequently required a second dose for
persistent or recurrent hyperthyroidism (interval between RAI treat
ments, 8.5 Â±17.1 mo). Results: Paired comparisons for retreated
patients showed similar RAI doses (291 Â±95 MBq and 283 Â±129
MBq; p = ns) and treatment intensities (3.26 Â±1.87 MBq g 1 and

3.48 Â±1.88 MBq g 1; p = ns) for first and second treatments.
Hypothyroidism occurred significantly earlier and more frequently
after the first RAI dose (p = 0.002), but there was no difference for
persistent or recurrent hyperthyroid events (p = 0.14). Multivariate
regression established that the RAI treatment number (first or second)
was a significant independent determinant of hypothyroid (p = 0.008)
and combined (p = 0.001) events, whereas RAI dose and dose
intensity were not. Conclusion: We conclude that previous RAI
treatment failure does not lessen the chance of successfully eradicat
ing Graves' hyperthyroidism with additional RAI treatment. Further
more, the previously irradiated thyroid gland may be less susceptible
to early hypothyroidism than the RAI-naive thyroid gland.
Keywords: hyperthyroidism;Graves' disease; iodine-131
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